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ABSTRACT

Ceramic-metal (cermet) composites are the most promising electrochemical
anodes for commercial implementation in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC). Recent
advances at MSU in cermet formulations utilizing aluminum titanate (ALT) dopants
in nickel oxide (NiO)-yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) anodes has shown substantial
performance gains in degradation rates as well as mechanical behavior when evaluated
in low power density electrolyte supported cell (ESC) geometries and bulk anode
forms through modulus of rupture and equibiaxial flexure. The benefits associated
with ALT are due to the formation of secondary phases of nickel aluminate and
zirconium titanate in NiO-YSZ cermets that form during processing. Cermet modulus
of rupture studies are rigorous, can span multiple months, and requiring hundreds
of samples when studying the effects of both thermal and redox cycling on SOFC
anodes to achieve statistically significant results. The use of non-destructive methods
such as micro-indentation to examine the strength and toughness of doped and
differently processed cermet anodes can rapidly speed up the analysis of mechanical
properties including the mechanical support characteristics of higher power density
anode supported cell (ASC) geometries targeted by industrial SOFC developers.
The aim of this study was to examine non-destructive micro-indentation testing
in evaluating cermet anode materials in both oxidized and reduced state in direct
contrast with traditional destructive methods. Extending the current state of ALT
anode doping by utilizing these rapid assessment methods, this work examines
mechanical properties degradation and fracture toughness under multiple thermal
and redox cycles. Additionally, this work details the framework for cell fabrication
methods that were developed to process ASCs with state of the art 5 micrometer
electrolytes for the first evaluation of ALT doping of SOFCs in this high power cell
configuration.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally ceramic and metal composites, or cermets, represent an unsurpassed balance of cost, performance, stability, scalability, and durability in solid
oxide fuel cell (SOFC) anode fabrication. Cermets are designed to have the best
properties of ceramics such as high temperature resistance and hardness with the
capability to undergo plastic deformation like their metal counterparts. While there
is various research detailing the properties of this anode material [1], the primary
testing mode for determining strength is modulus of rupture (MOR) or bend testing
which inevitably destroy the samples. The processing of porous cermets inherently
comes with batch to batch variation within their microstructure therefore a large
sample size is required which can limit the evaluation of heat cycling and redox as
these require a multitude of sample that are each broken once. Alternatively, using
micro-indentation, the fracture toughness of these anodes can be determined using
a small number of samples with many data points for each sample. For a cermet,
the flexural strength is dependent on the fracture toughness since cermets are brittle
materials and as soon as a crack propagates, they will fail. The use of non-destructive
testing will allow for SOFC anodes to be made and tested at a faster rate and also
provide an excellent way to test the remaining life in existing fuel cells.
Typically, electrolyte supported cells (ESCs) are used due to their robustness and
ease of fabrication. However, anode supported solid oxide fuel cells have shown the
best potential for high power densities compared to ESCs due to the thin electrolytes
(˜10µm) as well as the excellent electrical conductivity of nickel. With inherent
brittleness in cermets substrates, SOFCs depend the reliability and toughness of the
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Figure 1.1: Two types of cells for SOFCs.

thermo-mechanical attributes of its components such as coefficient thermal expansion
and fracture behavior. The use of non-destructive testing via micro-indentation is a
rapid way to ensure these anodes are maintaining a sufficient amount residual strength
throughout their life. Primarily in anode supported cell (ASC) stacks, verifying there
is sufficient strength remaining is of utmost importance to the system as a whole.
Aluminum titanate, Al2 T iO5 (ALT) is a recently studied additive and comes
with many benefits including: improved toughness, enhanced electrochemical performance in ESCs, and shown to act as a sintering aid [2, 3]. In the development of
nickel oxide (NiO) and yttrium stabilized zirconium (YSZ) fuel cell anodes, ALT can
be added in small amounts to take advantage of these benefits [4]. One downside of
using fuel cells that make use of the electrical conductivity of nickel and the strength
of ALT is that the coefficient of thermal expansion difference between nickel and
ALT causes the anodes to have increased generation of microscopic cracks during
their lifetime [5]. Developing anode supported cells with the strength enhancements
of ALT is a perfect candidate for non-destructive micro-indentation measurements.
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For simplicity, all percentages related to ALT are on a weight percent basis even
without explicit (wt.%) notation.
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BACKGROUND
In the world today, reliable and clean energy are key factors to a country’s success
in the global economy. The demand for energy is consistently increasing year over
year due to increasing population and industrialization. According to International
Energy Agency (IEA) world energy outlook 2005, energy demand will increase by
50% by 2030 [6]. Fortunately, there is also an increasing demand for green energy
which will reduce the amount of greenhouse gasses that are leading to catastrophic
effects on the climate. Countries faced with this scenario have been forced to invest
into research to find alternative energy choices that will help alleviate the dependence
on fossil fuels. One promising option for alternative energy is fuel cells.

Figure 2.1: Top: Various uses for fuel cells [7]. Bottom Left: Fuel cell powered bus [8].
Bottom right: Off-grid backup power for antenna [9]

A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts the chemical energy of a
fuel and an oxidant into electricity. For traditional engines using the carnot cycle, the
maximum efficiency of a system is 73% due to losses of moving parts, friction, and
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thermal bottlenecks. Electrochemical production on the other hand has no moving
parts and for hydrogen-oxygen reactions maximum efficiency is 83% due to the free
energy potential over the enthalpy of reaction via the second law of thermodynamics
[10]. Efficiencies of various systems are shown in figure 2.2 below. Fuel cells can be
created in a variety of sizes which gives flexibility in their desired application. They
can be extremely efficient, typically scaling with operating temperature and produce
energy without combustion and with little or no emission of pollutants.

Figure 2.2: Efficiency of various power systems [11].

Fuel cells are named based on the type of fuel and electrolyte material used.
Depending on application, fuel cells have been developed for operation between room
temperature up to 1000 °C. The benefits of fuel cells include high energy density, nonpolluting, consistent power with good regulation, minimal distribution mechanism
troubles, flexibility of fuels, and high efficiency [12]. Table 2.1 gives the comparison
of different fuel cells categorized by their electrolyte type.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of different types of Fuel Cells [6]
Operating
Temperature (°C)

Power (kW)

Efficiency
(%)

60-110

0.01-250

40%-55%

70-130

0.1-50

50%-70%

PAFC (Phosphoric Acid
Fuel Cell)

175-210

50-1000

40%-45%

MCFC (Molten
Carbonate Fuel Cell)

550-650

200-100,000

50%-60%

Large scale power generation.

Fuel Cell
PEM (Polymer
Electrolyte Membrane)
AFC(Alkaline Fuel Cell)

Application
Portable, Mobile, Low power
generation.
Mobile, Space, Military.
Medium to large scale power
generation and CHP
(Combined Heat and Power)

SOFC (Solid Oxide Fuel
Cell)

500-1000

0.5-2000

40%-72%

Vehicle auxiliary power units,
medium to large scale power
generation and CHP, off-grid
power and micro-CHP.

DMFC (Direct Methanol
Fuel Cell)

70-130

.001-100

40%

Mobile, portable.

Typically, the two most viable solutions on a commercial scale are PEM
and SOFC. Disregarding efficiency comparisons, there are various advantages and
disadvantages to each fuel cell type. The biggest advantages to PEM cells are that
they have a much lower operating temperature and therefore can use less expensive
materials. This also means they require less room since they do not require heat
dissipation or insulators. However, PEM cells require very pure hydrogen with no
carbon monoxide and management of water and air can cause problems with the
cell. SOFCs on the other hand take up more room due to the heat and insulation
requirements and have long start-up times. Fortunately, SOFCs have the ability
to use a variety of fuels, use relatively inexpensive materials, and are not prone to
carbon contamination. They also have excellent thermal, water, and air management
compared to PEM cells.

This project actively focuses on SOFCs due to these

advantages, in addition to having the best scalability and efficiency, and the labs
expertise in manipulating the ceramic materials of which SOFCs are comprised.
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Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
Solid oxide fuel cells are a class of fuel cells characterized by the use of a solid
oxide material as the electrolyte. SOFCs use a solid oxide electrolyte to conduct
negative oxygen ions from the cathode to the anode. They operate at very high
temperatures between 500–1000 °C. Due to this high temperature, SOFCs are immune
to carbon monoxide poisoning and do not require an expensive platinum catalyst
which is necessary in lower temperature fuel cells. SOFCs are susceptible to sulfur
poisoning and thus require filtering to ensure sulfur does not enter the system. A
single cell is made up of three ceramic layers consisting of a porous anode, a dense
electrolyte, and a porous cathode. Many of these cells can be stacked together in series
with a metallic interconnect to form a SOFC stack as seen in figure 2.3. The use of
inexpensive materials in SOFC design and mass production make SOFCs competitive
with currently available conventional power technologies.

Figure 2.3: Components used in SOFC power system from left to right [13].

SOFCs have attracted more attention in recent years for a variety of reasons:
better efficiency, durability, and flexibility in fuels, which is a significant advantage
compared to other fuel cells.

Ongoing research in SOFC is focused towards
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identification and synthesis of innovative materials that can enhance the lifetime of the
materials and reduce the manufacturing costs [3]. This project provides an efficient
and rapid method to test further research into these innovative anode materials.

Figure 2.4: Left: Tubular SOFC design. Right: Planar SOFC design [14].

SOFCs typically have two configurations depending on their operating parameters. Planar SOFC designs are simple and can made with the electrode or anode
as a support. Gasses are ducted perpendicular or parallel as shown below in the
interconnect. The main drawback is the requirement of seals to prevent gas mixing.
Tubular cells on the other hand require expensive processing techniques and have low
specific power density due to spacing requirements. They can be supported by the
anode or cathode and have no requirement for seals as gasses can be flowed over or
into the tube. Due to processing complexity in tubular cells, planar cells are utilized
for this project.
Electrochemical
SOFCs are unique compared to other fuel cells. Negatively charged oxygen ions
diffuse from the cathode to the anode instead of positively charged hydrogen ions
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travelling from the anode to the cathode, as is the case in all other types of fuel cells.
Oxygen gas is fed into the cathode, where it absorbs electrons to create oxygen ions.
The oxygen ions then travel through the electrolyte to react with hydrogen gas at the
anode. The reaction at the anode produces electricity and water as by-products [15].

Figure 2.5: Schematic of solid oxide fuel cell operating principle [16].

AnodeReaction : 2H2 + 2O22− →
− 2H2 O + 4e−

(2.1)

CathodeReaction : O2 + 4e− →
− 2O22−

(2.2)

OverallCellReaction : 2H2 + O2 →
− 2H2 O

(2.3)

Polarization curves are one of the most common methods for testing a fuel cell.
It is a useful tool in comparing cell performance to published data. Polarization
curves show the voltage output of the fuel cell for a given current output. Based off
the Nernst Equation the maximum voltage potential in a fuel cell is 1.23 V.

EN ernst =

pOCathode
RT
· ln( 2Anode )
4F
pO2

(2.4)

This gives the Nernst potential across the cells where R is universal gas constant,
F is Faraday constant, pO2 is the remaining activity coefficient for the relevant
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species. From the maximum 1.23 V, there are typically three distinct sub regions for
a polarization curve as shown in figure 2.6. At low power densities, the cell potential
will drop as a result of activation polarization. Activation polarization refers to the
activation energy barrier that is associated with the slowest, rate-limiting step in the
electrochemical interface at the cathode and electrolyte. In the intermediate section,
ohmic losses linearly decrease the cell potential. Concentration polarization, occurs
when the reaction rate is limited by diffusion. At high current densities, concentration
polarization increasingly drops the cell potential down to short circuit [17]. When
decreasing voltage during a voltage and current (VI) run, the cell must be allowed
time to equilibrate to the heat and water balance present at that load, not allowing
for enough time may show hysteresis.

Figure 2.6: Example polarization curve showing sources of voltage drop. [17]
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Anode and Electrolyte
SOFC anode cermets typically use a 50/50 volume ratio of NiO and YSZ particles. These particular components provide their own individual and complementary
benefits within the cermet structure. NiO is a widely used anode material for SOFC
due to its electrochemical, structural, and cost benefits. The YSZ crystal structure is
added to the cermet to form a composite anode. It develops a deep crystal network
that extends the electrochemical reaction area of the NiO–YSZ interface into the
entire anode. The YSZ scaffold in the anode supports the nickel metal particles when
reduced, this inhibits coarsening of the metallic particles at the fuel cell operating
temperature [18]. Additionally, its thermal expansion coefficient is acceptably close
to for all components of the cell.

Figure 2.7: Simple diagram of SOFC anode cermet distribution.

The electrochemical activity of the anode depends considerably on the triplephase boundary consisting of the fuel, Ni grains, and YSZ grains [19]. This is where
the electrochemical reaction occurs, therefore, increasing the triple-phase boundary
of the anode is essential. The particle size of NiO and YSZ used in manufacturing
influences amount of the triple-phase boundary regions. Large Ni grain sizes can
impact the amount of contacting surfaces present within the anode and will result in
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a lack of O2− ionic conductance [20]. Thus, using nano-sized nickel particles should
be desirable as long as sufficient porosity for fuel percolation remains.

Figure 2.8: SEM image with oxidized anode, electrolyte layer, and cathode layer.

The use of a solid state electrolyte in SOFCs is required for high ionic
conductivity and stability; high strength and toughness; impermeability by the
reacting gases; and easy fabrication at low cost [21]. In ASC, the YSZ and NiO
ceramic metal (cermet) are required to be co-sintered around 1350-1400 °C [22].
There are several methods for depositing thin films onto porous substrates including:
sputtering, sol-gel deposition, print screening, spin coating, dip coating, and chemical
or electrochemical vapor deposition. The thickness of the coating applied is important
as there is increasing losses associated with thicker electrolyte layers as seen in figure
2.9
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Figure 2.9: Electrolyte losses as a function of electrolyte thickness and operating
temperature [23]

Reduction and Oxidation Cycling
When nickel is reduced, there is a volume reduction associated with the change
from NiO to Ni which has beneficial effects on the electrochemical performance and
porosity of the cermet. The structure that is created during the initial reduction
cannot be restored if oxidation occurs [24]. This damage can affect all layers of the
cell leading to overall cell degradation or possibly complete failure of the cell. There
are ways to mitigate oxidation using backup systems or to purge the with inert gas,
but these come with an added cost or may not be available for certain applications.
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Figure 2.10: SEM images of NiO-YSZ anode cermet. Left: Reduced microstructure.
Right: Oxidized microstructure.

During SOFC operation or an electrochemical run in the lab, anytime fuel, H2 , is
flowing the nickel in the system will remain in a reduced state. If the fuel is interrupted
due to an accidental shutdown or an error in the system, oxygen will diffuse from the
cathode side to the anode side of the cell. At typical SOFC operating temperatures if
the partial pressure of oxygen rises above the equilibrium condition of Ni and NiO, the
anode will begin to oxidize. This oxidation can have permanent irreversible damage
on the cell structure [24].
As reduction and oxidation (redox) occurs in NiO-YSZ cermets, the increases
and reductions of volume and porosity will cause instability within the cermet over
time. This reorganization of Ni and NiO damages the YSZ network but facilitates
an improvement in percolation towards a critical value of porosity in the cermet [25].
The effect of damaging the YSZ network is particularly important when looking at
the resistance to fracture for ASCs. Malzbender et al. argued from the thermoelastic
point of view that higher porosity should be beneficial for redox tolerance of substrate
and anode [26]. As ALT is a sintering aid, the reduced porosity during sintering may
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have a negative effect on the microstructure if redox occurs.
Aluminum Titanate
Aluminum titanate, Al2 T iO5 (ALT) has been extensively studied for its
electrochemical, degradation, and mechanical properties in electrolyte supported cells.
Looking at ALTs electrochemical benefits within a SOFC, it has been shown to form
beneficial secondary phases in the interaction with NiO to form nickel aluminate,
NiAl2 O4 , and YSZ to form zirconium titanate, Zr5 Ti7 O24 , during sintering at 1300°C.
ALT disassociation : Al2 T iO5 →
− Al2 O3 + T iO2

(2.5)

N iOReaction : N iO + Al2 O3 →
− N iAl2 O4

(2.6)

Y SZReaction : 5ZrO2 + 7T iO2 →
− Zr5 T i7 O24

(2.7)

These phases formed by aluminum titanate anchor the nickel particles to the YSZ
scaffold have been shown to inhibit fine nickel catalyst migration at SOFC operating
temperatures, thus improving performance over time [27, 28]. Driscoll’s XRD data
[4] confirms that these are the two primary secondary phases formed at 1400°C.
Additionally, doping the cells with ALT has shown increased performance due to
nickel coarsening and separation of the nickel catalyst network [27].

Figure 2.11: Illustration of ALT anchoring nickel onto the YSZ substrate during
sintering as Al2 TiO5 breaks down to form secondary phases [27].

Previous studies have shown ESCs utilizing an ALT doped anode to have
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exhibited improved degradation rates and increased stability of the Ni catalyst
structure [27]. ESCs have been thoroughly tested for their resilience during redox
as shown in figure 2.12. During redox, both the loss of triple-phase boundaries and
a loss in connectivity between the electrode and electrolyte, known as delamination,
may occur [28]. These are arguably the primary source of degradation during redox
cycling. However, the addition of ALT has been shown to improve both of these
issues by maintaining cross-sectional connectivity and catalytic activity of the anode
microstructure under redox cycling [28].

Figure 2.12: Maximum current achieved for each iterative redox cycle utilizing ALT
and undoped samples in ESC environmental testing [28].

In addition to the electrochemical benefits exhibited above, the mechanical
performance associated with ALT is also important as this project focuses on anode
supported cell (ASC) which have never previously been prepared with ALT dopants.
There is a significant increase in strength associated with the percentage of ALT added
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to the cermet up to 10%. The same beneficial secondary phases for electrochemical
applications, nickel aluminate and zirconium titanate, have benefits to the mechanical
properties as well. These phases persist in the reduced anodes, primarily nickel
aluminate, as a ”rough phase” and provide a substantial strength benefit to the
microstructure [5]. The ”rough phases” are shown circled in red on figure 2.13.
Additionally, three-point bending tests were performed on anode substrates which
showed increases of 71% strength for oxidized samples at 5% ALT and an increase of
55% strength in reduced samples at 10% ALT [5]. For a rectangular sample under a
load in a three-point bending setup:

σ=

3F L
2bd2

(2.8)

Where F is the load at the fracture, L is the length of the support span, b is width, d
is thickness. These results were subjected to Weibull analysis with 5% ALT samples
showing the least scattering and 10% ALT showing the highest amount of scattering
in their values [5]. These results are tabulated below in table 2.2.

Table 2.2: McCleary’s adapted table of mechanical properties of anode material via
modulus of rupture testing [5].
0% ALT

1% ALT

5% ALT

10% ALT

Oxidized (NiO/YSZ)
Scaled Characteristic strength σ0 /MPa

137

213

234

156

Strength Increase/%

N/A

55

71

14

Reduced (Ni/YSZ)
Scaled Characteristic strength σ0 /MPa

120

175

168

186

Strength Increase/%

N/A

46

40

55
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Figure 2.13: FE-SEM surface image of reduced Ni–YSZ anode with a) 0 wt.%, b) 1
wt.%, c) 5 wt.%, and d) 10 wt.% ALT. [5].

Additional testing on ALT versus undoped samples has been performed via ring
on ring testing. Flexural strength is calculated according to equation (2.9) [4]

σf =

DS2 − DL2
DS
3F
·
{(1
+
ν)
·
+ (1 + ν)ln
}
2
2
2πh
2D
DL

(2.9)

Where F is the maximum load reported by the Instron, h the sample thickness, ν
Poissons ratio, DS diameter of the support ring, DL load ring diameter, and D sample
diameter. The flexure strength values for ring on ring are tabulated below with P
standing for undoped and A standing for 5% ALT doped samples. Combining these
two results, the doping of ASCs should have superior mechanical properties compared
to traditional SOFC anodes.
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Table 2.3: Driscoll’s adapted data for mechanical properties of anode material for
ring on ring testing [4]
ALT Doping & Sintering:

0% 1400°C-10h

0% 1550°C-5h

5% 1400°C-10h

Low Flexure Strength (MPa)

66.01

82.36

116.68

Mean Flexure Strength (MPa)

102.43

119.84

157.76

High Flexure Strength (MPa)

138.36

155.73

218.49

Standard Deviation (MPa)

15.95

17.94

32.51

Optimizing the percentage of ALT to obtain the greatest performance benefits
and to have the smallest fuel cell degradation rates has been studied [29]. In addition,
the precursor materials used in cell fabrication and the method of ALT introduction
via mechanical mixing or infiltration is also seen to influence SOFC performance
[28, 29]. Hunt’s optimum amount of ALT is proposed as 5.7 ± 0.7wt.% ALT [29].
Based off these prior studies, looking into anode supported cells created with various
precursor materials at 0/5/10wt.% ALT should fill in the gap between ASC and ESC
performance and mechanical properties.
Ceramics and Toughness
Ceramics have been used by humans for thousands of years in the form of pottery
and figurines to more modern uses such as dental implants and electrical insulators.
Whether it is structural including bricks, pipes, floor and roof tiles, or technical such
as disk brakes, bearings, or body armor, ceramics are an excellent choice. Ceramic
materials are generally brittle, hard, strong in compression, and can withstand very
high temperatures. NASA uses the thermal resistance of these materials on their
space shuttles that can withstand the heat of re-entry into the atmosphere by lining
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the outer layer with very porous ceramics. Typically, ceramics are classified into three
distinct categories: Oxides, non-oxides, and composite materials. There are countless
applications that are being developed to utilize the versatility of ceramics. The field
of advanced ceramics will continue to evolve as humanity finds new applications with
increasing sophistication in the future.

Figure 2.14: Examples of ceramics: Upper left: Turbine engine blades that can
withstand extreme temperatures [30]. Upper right: Pottery. Bottom Left: Assorted
alumina oxide advanced ceramic materials [31]. Bottom right: Block of silica glass
fibers with 94% air just after being removed from 2200 °F furnace [32].

Ceramic materials are characterized by their covalent and ionic bonding which
is stronger than metallic bonding in metals. Metals are able to displace atoms/ions
without breaking bonds unlike ceramics; subsequently, metals are ductile, and
ceramics are brittle due to their bonds. Covalent bonds are formed when electrons
are shared by ions. More precisely, covalent bonds are formed when two ions have
orbital overlap, this is the foundation of valence bond theory in which the electron
wave functions of adjacent atoms interact in specific directions to create a new wave
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function that allows coulombic cohesion. This orbital overlap attracts two ions to
each other. Ionic bonding in ceramic occurs when electrons are transferred between
atoms to create cations, positively charged ions, and anions, negatively charged ions.
This charge difference between anions and cations attract to each other and forms
a bond that has an overall neutral charge. Ionic bonds are not as short nor stiff as
covalent bonds, but they are more short and stiff than metallic bonds as indicated
in the hardness of materials which correlates with strength. While ionic bonds are
not directionally sensitive, like covalent bonds, in a bulk material they are position
sensitive thus all ceramics exhibit a common brittle behavior [33].

Figure 2.15: Backscattered electron image (BSE) of 5% ALT showing ceramic
microstructure. White is YSZ scaffold, grey is NiO particles, and dark grey is nickel
aluminate.

Ceramics are brittle by nature due to built in stress concentrations around internal defects such as pores, cracks, or scratches that are always present. Additionally, in
SOFCs, pores are intentionally produced to facilitate growth of triple phase boundary
sites. Under an applied tensile load, the stress at the tip of a crack is described by
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the stress intensity factor K. In brittle materials it is generally assumed that fast
fracture occurs if the stress intensity factor, K1 , is greater than the fracture toughness,
K1c [34].
√
K = Y σ πa

(2.10)

K1c
√
Y πa

(2.11)

σR =

√
Where K in M P a m, a is the length of a pre-existing defect, Y is a geometry factor
related to the crack, and σR is the fracture strength for a given ceramic. Therefore,
increasing K1c is of utmost importance for anode supported fuel cells. The general
approach to the problem of brittle failure is to increase the toughness of the ceramic
material. This can be achieved a few ways: by developing a composite material,
introducing beneficial dopants into the lattice structure, or refining the processing to
produce homogeneous components with defect sizes a as small as possible. Using the
latter of the two ways above, this thesis looks to see if there is a noticeable increase
in the toughness for the ALT doped NiO–YSZ.
Ceramic materials are vulnerable to the propagation of slow crack growth at
values of K1 under K1c , this phenomenon is referred to as subcritical crack growth [35].
Unless the condition of subcritical crack growth can be mitigated, this instability will
determine the lifetime of a component. Subcritical crack growth is sensitive to applied
load and is influenced by temperature, moisture, and other environmental factors [36].
Dopants such as ALT being added into the lattice structure may help prevent crack
propagation. When low concentrations of aluminum titanate, Al2 T iO5 are added to
the system, new compounds are formed. Instead of the traditional NiO–YSZ cermet
bonding together, the Al2 O3 in ALT and NiO bond together to form nickel aluminate
(Al2 N iO4 ) and the YSZ bonds with the TiO2 to form Zr5 Ti7 O2 .
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Strength and Hardness
Strength and hardness are two concepts are directly related but different due
particularly to being in different classes of materials.

For many metals, tensile

strength increases as hardness increases and there is a direct correlation between
the two. Strength/stress is typically defined as force over area.

σ=

F
A

(2.12)

Cermets do gain some of the strength benefits as metals such as steel due to their
composite nature. Strength is the ability to withstand an applied load without failure.
Hardness, on the other hand, is the ability to resist deformation and is based off the
projected area under the indenter.

Figure 2.16: Illustration of the projected area created underneath the indenter for
hardness calculations [37].

Cermets do not scale linearly as metals as seen in figure 2.17 therefore there is a
greater importance to fracture strength or toughness where total failure occurs.
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Figure 2.17: Stress strain diagram indicating yield strength, fracture strength, and
stiffness for a typical metal [38].

Metals deform solely due to plastic flow before yielding, whereas in the hardness
of ceramic materials, it is the ability of a material to withstand penetration of the
surface through a combination of brittle fracture and plastic flow. The brittleness
of ceramics is an important factor in why fracture toughness is so important and
also why hardness and strength they do not scale linearly in cermets. Indentation
hardness is therefore a tool to indicate the general increase in strength for the cermet
but due to the complexity of the microstructure it is not linear.
Fracture Toughness and Indentation
Mechanical characteristics of materials are often associated strength and toughness. Fracture toughness varies among materials similarly to elastic modulus and
strength for a material. In contrast to elastic properties, fracture toughness can
display a wide variation across some materials on the order of three magnitudes [39].
Early results in fracture toughness testing were variable and dependent on the test
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method. Subcritical crack growth as previously discussed and R-curve variations
over time contributed to data inconsistency. R-curve is a plot of resistance to crack
extension vs crack extension and is called a crack resistance curve [40]. Through
minimizing or studying the effects of slow crack growth or R-curve variations test
methods have been increasingly refined to adapt to these mechanisms. It is now
known that brittle materials do have a specific fracture toughness including coarsegrained ceramics that fracture transgranularly without bridging and fine-grained
polycrystalline ceramics such as YSZ [41].

Figure 2.18: The three fracture modes and example standard testing methods for
fracture toughness.

Fracture toughness testing has significantly improved, and various methods have
been meticulously refined and optimized in recent years. There are formal standard
test methods are available for chevron notched beam (CNB), single-edged precracked
beam (SEPB), and surface crack in flexure (SCF) methods via organizations such
as ASTM, JIS, and CEN [42–44]. These methods are approved by International
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Organization for Standards (ISO) [45, 46] and utilize a well-defined single precrack
with precise loading characteristics and have accurate stress intensity factor results.

Table 2.4: Typical fracture toughness values for various materials. [47]
√
Material type
Material
K1c (MPa m)
Aluminum alloy (7075)
24
Steel alloy (4340)
50
Metal
Maraging Steel (200 Grade)
175
Titanium alloy
44-107
Aluminum
14-28
Aluminum oxide
35
Silicon carbide
35
Ceramic
Soda-lime glass
0.7-0.8
Concrete
0.2-1.4
Polymethyl methacrylate
0.7-1.60
Polymer
Polystyrene
0.7-1.1
Mullite-fibre composite
1.8-3.3
Composite
Silica aerogels
0.0008-0.0048
There are various classes of materials to look at when it comes to fracture
toughness. Composites and alloys can be produced to exceed the fracture toughness
of the individual materials they are derived from and are the toughest of the materials.
Metals are highly resistant to cracking under stress due to their plasticity and
therefore these tough materials do not easily propagate cracks. Ceramics on the other
hand exhibit very high strength but that comes with a lower fracture toughness.
Advanced ceramics, however, show an improvement in the stress fracture versus
standard ceramics and when reduced, cermets exhibit an enhanced resistance to crack
growth due to their metal components.
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Figure 2.19: Overview of materials toughness, Zirconia and Alumina is the primary
area of interest [48].

The use of microstructure enhancements is the primary way to promote crack
tip shielding mechanisms for ceramics. Kc , critical stress crack intensity in equation
√
2.10, is proportional to the σ a for a given material. To increase toughness, the only
two choices are to apply a lower stress, which is not ideal for many applications, or to
use microstructure to inhibit flaw size growth a. The first 100 micrometers are very
important for ceramics as this governs their fracture strength at realistic flaw sizes [49].
Therefore, using micro-indentation to induce cracks around 100 micrometers is a
useful way to verify the microstructure benefits of a for ALT. In this thesis, the
indentation fracture toughness estimates by the Vickers indentation technique will be
termed indentation fracture toughness (Kif r ) as an alternative to K1c .
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Indentation as an important method for testing hardness and fracture toughness
in materials. In indentation, the indenter is pressed into the surface of the specimen
using a predetermined force, a permanent indentation is formed and can be measured
to represent the indentation resistance also known as Vickers hardness (HV). This
response behavior is based on the load (P) and displacement (h). The two most
commonly used micro-indentation tests are Vickers hardness test and Knoop hardness
test. For Vickers, both the diagonals are measured, and the average value is used to
compute the Vickers hardness value. Earlier work shows that hardness value can be
associated with a representative stress (σ). This concept coupled with finite element
modeling (FE) has been successfully used in analyzing the sharp indenter where
representative strain and stress are well defined using fixed indenter angle [5,50]. The
indentation also forms cracks which propagate from the sharp edges of the indenter,
these cracks can be measured and along with the hardness value, can be used to
calculate the Kif r . Polishing the samples is required to evaluate the lengths of the
cracks created. Two models can be used to evaluate the fracture toughness from the
cracks that propagate from the indenter [51, 52]:
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Figure 2.20: Palmqvist (left) and half-penny (right) hardness models.

Vickers Indentation Fracture Methods
Hardness is a measure of localized deformation resistance and plastic flow
behavior under the indentation. The typical convention that has been adapted as
a standard defines HV as the load divided by the contact area of the four faces below
the surface of indentation.

HV = 1.8544

P
P
=
0.4636
d2
a2

(2.13)
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With load P in Kgf, average indentation size a in µm, and indentation diagonal size
d is 2a. Loads of 20 N or greater should be used to eliminate the load dependence for
indentation hardness [53]. There are advocates for hardness being defined as the load
divided by the projected surface area under the indentation which is a more elegant
equation:

H=2

P
P
= 0.50 2
2
d
a

(2.14)

This equation gives a value 7.9% larger. Contact pressures under the Vickers indenter
are nonuniform and an average pressure an estimate at best [41], therefore the
standard HV in equation (2.13) will be used.
Fracture toughness is calculated using Niihara’s Kif r equation below [37, 41]:

Kif r = 10.4E 0.4 P 0.6

a0.8
c1.5

(2.15)

√
With Kif r in M P a m, Young’s Modulus E in GPa, load P in Kgf, crack length
c in µm, average indentation size a in µm, and indentation diagonal size d is 2a.
Geometrical variations in the indentation pattern can introduce some secondary
complications which would reflect in a departure of the geometrical constant Y in
equation (2.10). The Youngs modulus for NiO measured by micro-indentation is
approximately 220 GPa, given by Giraud and Canel [54] and Radovic and LaraCurzio [55], and is 222 GPa for YSZ given by Adams [56]. These values may vary
with the porosity of a NiO–YSZ cermet [57]. The Niihara equation used may not
indicate the true toughness of the material if there are geometric and/or porosity
variations, regardless Kif r values produced provide a very useful quantitative means
in assessing toughness [37, 41, 58]. The effective toughness evaluated from equation
(2.15) is a useful parameter for strength characterization [58, 59].
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Figure 2.21: SEM images of NiO-YSZ with 5% ALT with radial crack propagation
at 500x magnification. Left: Secondary electron image (SEI). Right: Backscattered
electron image (BSE).

There are advantages and disadvantages in the technique of using indentation/strength for assessment of fracture toughness. Initial crack size and, subsequently, its measurement is eliminated as a test variable; post indentation slow crack
growth is not a factor due to the energy barrier associated with indentation; and
as long as there is well defined radial crack growth, the evaluation indicates valid
macroscopic crack behavior [58,59]. Ideally the samples should have no initial residual
stresses prior to indentation as these stresses would show up as a larger deviation
from the mean toughness [58]. It is assumed that the thermal energy is sufficient to
alleviate internal stresses during sintering. Additionally, rigorous surface preparation
requirements need to be met but that is offset by the alternative methods which
require multiple samples.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The goal is to create anode supported cells with aluminum titanate, Al2 T iO5
and to evaluate mechanical properties via indentation with the use of nickel powders
from various suppliers and different levels of ALT dopings. ASCs will have variations
from the processing mechanisms utilized by the manufacturer of the nickel oxide.
These NiO particles have a notable effect on the properties exhibited by the anode
cermet and can be readily observed by their physical appearance, from a bright green
to a dark black, and flowability of the particles. Other factors which cannot be
readily observed between the powders include fracture toughness; and particle size
and distribution. These observations can be made by hardness and fracture resistance
measurements via micro-indentation and SEM imaging respectively.
The merits of indentation through non-destructive testing provides a more rapid
route for investigating anodes under thermal and redox cycling which is sparse in the
literature because modulus of rupture and ring on ring testing is so laborious. These
NiO-YSZ with ALT anodes will be utilized to develop and validate the use of microindentation hardness for evaluating mechanical strength and wear as well as show the
benefits of ALT doping in the microstructure for electrochemical performance. This
work will provide an understanding of the fracture mechanics for a SOFC anodes
via indentation as well as show the electrochemical performance of ALT doping in
anode supported systems which has not been investigated before. The following will
be discussed:
I Validation of micro-indentation testing as a method for determining Kif r for
NiO-YSZ cermets.
II An understanding of the redox/thermal cycles that occur during the lifecycle of
a SOFC anode and their effects on fracture resistance and toughness.
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III Methods for anode supported cell fabrication and crafting uniformly thin layers,
including dense YSZ electrolyte and functional anode layers, onto the anode
surface.
IV Electrochemical performance for ALT doped anode supported cells.
Having developed and validated these methods, they provide a basis of
understanding for indentation testing on SOFC anodes. This information will allow
for quick reliable testing for alternative dopants as well as indicate a quick test that
can be performed on existing ASCs to verify their fracture toughness.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Conventionally, SOFC anodes are composed of a cermet composite material
consisting of a nickel metal catalyst and YSZ. Nickel provides an inexpensive catalyst
when compared to costlier metals in the platinum group. Ni preserves high catalytic
activity at the high operating temperatures in SOFCs and has established itself over
many years as the standard material for benchmarking performance. R&D activities
in the development of modied Ni-based and/or Ni-free materials for oxidation
reactions of hydrocarbon fuels in SOFC have increased signicantly since the last
decade. However, there are signicant discrepancies in the results on the electrical
properties and performance of the Ni-based or Ni-free anodes for oxidation reactions
under a SOFC operating environment [1].
Raw Materials
It has been observed that the manufacturers’ processing methods produce slight
variations of nickel oxide powders. These powders vary in physical color, flowability,
particle size, and morphology which influences surface area. Each of these differences
will exhibit subtle variations on performance of the anodes both electrochemically
and mechanically. The nickel oxides used for this research are shown in the table 4.1.
All nickel powders were processed identically regardless of particle size, flowability,
or physical color.
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Table 4.1: Nickel oxide suppliers.
Supplier
Alfa Aesar
Alfa Aesar
Fuel Cell Materials
Inframat Adv. Materials
J.T. Baker

Physical Color Particle Size
green
˜4 µm mesh
black
˜0.3 µm mesh
brownish green
1.0 µm
black
0.02 µm
light green
3.0 µm

Fabrication Methods
Samples were prepared with two different approaches.

For hardness and

fracture toughness measurements samples were made via uniaxial pressing.

For

electrochemical testing samples were prepared with a tape casting method. Uniaxial
pressing provides consistent cermet density which is very important for the microindentation measurements. To make the same measurements with tape casting,
additional measures for porosity would need to be taken into account. Tape casting
allows for less variation from cermet to cermet during electrochemical testing. It also
has the added benefit of controlling porosity as well as applying multiple layers the
samples with uniform thicknesses.
Uniaxial Pressing
Anode samples were fabricated using 34 wt% Tosoh-Zirconia 8YS grade and 66
wt% NiO. Depending on the powder there is a distribution from green, 4m, and
black, 300nm, appearance and particle sizes. Fuel Cell Energy, Fuel Cell Materials,
Inframat, Alfa Aesar nano and micro nickel powders were tested. ALT was added at
5 wt% and 10 wt% in the Ni-YSZ and polyethylene glycol 20,000 was added at 2 wt%
as a binder. Mixtures were ball milled in an aqueous suspension for 24 hours with
Darvan C as a dispersant and then flash frozen by liquid nitrogen submersion. The
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powders were freeze dried and then uniaxially pressed in a 1⁄2” die at 250 MPa. The
sintering was performed at 1400 °C for 2 h, undoped samples were sintered separately
to avoid ALT contamination.
Bi-layer Fabrication
In addition to the steps above used create nickel powders and pressed anode
cermets for mechanical testing, assessing ASCs electrochemically is also an important
factor in introducing additives to the system. The objective is to create working
fuel cells using YSZ as an electrolyte substrate. The primary goal is to create an
electrolyte layer with uniform thickness and with good adhesion to the surface of the
anode. Additionally, the electrolyte coating needs to be very thin, on the order of 5-20
microns for ideal performance with no pinholes or other defects [60]. The electrolyte
layer is applied to both uniaxially pressed and tape cast NiO-YSZ anodes employing
a variety of methods. These methods include uniaxial pressing, painting, air assisted
spraying, and spin coating.

Figure 4.1: Demonstrates the layering and thicknesses for a fuel cell
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Tape Casting
Tape cast anode samples were fabricated using 30 wt% Tosoh-Zirconia 8YS grade
and 70 wt% NiO with 3 µm particle sizes. The bulk anode layer is made with a higher
NiO-YSZ ratio allows for better mechanical properties whereas the functional active
layer consists of 50/50% by volume (34/66 wt%) NiO-YSZ. Fuel Cell Materials and
Alpha Aesar nickel powders were used to create the tape casts. ALT powder was
added at 5 wt% and 10 wt% into the Ni-YSZ. Corn starch and graphite flakes can be
added to modify the porosity of the anode. The powders were combined and added
to a mixture containing H2 O, dispersant (D-3005), surfactant (Dynol 604), polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA), and Xantham Gum. Once the mixture is created, it is ball milled for
24 hours to create a homogeneous mixture that is ready to be mixed with Rhoplex
HA-12 and PEG to be tape cast. Using Tape Casting Warehouse TTC-1200 caster
with Mylar sheet pulley system and a 6” doctor blade set at 2mm thickness, the tape
is pulled. The solution is allowed to fully dry to yield a .62 ± .05mm processed and
unsintered cermet (green) tape. Once dried, the tape cast can be cut out into any
size needed as shown in figure 4.2. When sintered the final thickness of the cermet is
.52 ± .05mm thick.
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Figure 4.2: Top: Dried tape cast. Bottom: Cut outs with various sizes, 5 cm and 1
inch diameters shown.

The tape cast in its green state is very flexible and malleable, to process it
further it is required to remove all binders. Using very slow ramp rates from room
temperature to 450 °C is necessary, otherwise the samples will crack due to the burn
out of organics. From 450 °C it is brought up to 1100-1150 °C to allow for necking of
the particles to begin which gives a much sturdier sample to add additional layers to.
Spin Coating
Spin coating is utilized to deposit a thin, uniform film onto the flat substrates
created by tape casting. The advantages associated with spin coating is that it allows
for a very quick and even distribution of layers onto the substrate and allows for any
excess to spin off with centrifugal force. The revolutions per minute (rpm) for the
VTC-100 spin coater is set to 1200 rpm for 20 seconds, which allows for application
of the slurry, followed by 2000 rpm for 30 seconds to remove any excess slurry from
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the edges. Alpha Terpineol (α–T) has become the ideal choice as a solvent for adding
layers as it has a low viscosity and slow drying rate. Because of this the layers do not
crack and delaminate as seen with the spraying or painting methods. By controlling
the solids loading as shown in the equation below and the speed of the spin coater,
layers can be created as thin as to 1 micron. The control over the thickness allows
for adding as many additional layers as needed.

(v/v%)SolidsLoading =

mysz
ρysz
mysz
ρysz

+

mKD1
ρKD1
mKD1
αT
+ mραT
ρKD1

+

(4.1)

Thermogravimetric Analysis
Prior to obtaining redox cycle information, verification of the reduction rates
for the anode cermets needs to be performed.

Using the Linseis Thermowaage

L81, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) testing is performed on our nickel powders
to analyze the percentage reduction obtained over time.

TGA is a method of

thermal analysis that continuously measures the mass of the sample over time.
This measurement provides information about the physical phenomena transpiring
inside the atmosphere controlled furnace. In particular, the solid-gas reactions (e.g.
oxidation or reduction) occurring is of interest. A powder or lightly ground up cermets
will fit into the TGA crucibles. The samples were tested by bringing the TGA up to
800 °C in air and then flowing 95%N2 5%H2 forming gas over the samples for 4 hours
and then again under air for 4 hours. The TGA creates a curve of mass lost during
the run which can be used to calculate percentage reduction of the NiO-YSZ cermet.
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Figure 4.3: Lab equipment: a) VTC-100 Spin Coater. b) Leco LM 700AT Microhardness Tester. c) Linseis Thermowaage L81. d) Tape Casting Warehouse TTC-1200
caster. e) 6” Dr. Blade.

Redox and Heat Cycling
Using the data from figure 5.3, a guideline for redox can be established. During
normal SOFC operation an anode would never fully oxidize, however it is important
to understand what happens under these conditions. For this study, fully reduced
will be > 90% and fully oxidized will be < 10% reduced by mass. The parameters
for redox are therefore 4 hours in a reducing atmosphere, forming gas, followed by
8 hours in an oxidizing atmosphere. Since the anodes are initially sintered in an
oxidizing environment, the first cycle starts after reducing the sample as operating
conditions for SOFC cermets is a reduced state. Additionally, thermal cycling (HC)
is an important factor as fuel cell stacks may be cooled and heated multiple times
as different cells are swapped in and out. To get a complete picture of the Kif r
and strength of the cermets, the following three tests will be performed: HC while
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oxidized; HC while reduced; and redox cycling.
Following initial data acquisition and indentation testing, the anode samples
are heat cycled and redox cycled using three profiles: Oxidized samples are HC five
times to 850 °C for 1 h and then cooled to 30 °C; reduced samples flow under 5% H2
forming gas are also heat cycled five times to 850 °C for 1 h and then cooled to 30 °C;
for redox cycling, oxidized samples are heated to 850 °C and then put under flowing
5% H2 forming gas for 4 hours and then switched to air for 8 hours, cycled 5 times.
Samples are indentation tested after one, two, and five cycles respectively.
ALT and Nickel Aluminate
Verification of the ALT from suppliers is made using XRD as they are received
via ICAL’s Scintag X1 Diffraction System. ALT used for all experiments in the lab
are described in the results section as ALT from suppliers have not passed XRD
analysis, therefore, it is synthesized via sol-gel process.
It is also important to understand the effects nickel aluminate has on the system.
During initial sintering at 1400 °C, the nickel and alumina in the system interact to
form nickel aluminate (Al2 N iO4 ). TGA is performed upon both the NiO and Al2 O3
combined powder and a sintered nickel aluminate pellet to verify reduction behavior.
Results via TGA confirm that nickel aluminate does not reduce with 95/5% forming
gas at operating temperatures, up to 850 °C. This data can be seen in the below in
figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Nickel Aluminate sintered pellet versus unsintered powder redox 2x2hr.

Indentation and Fracture Toughness
Samples are indentation tested using Leco Micro-hardness tester LM 700AT.
The oxidized samples are very tough, to induce cracks the tester is modified to a load
of 5.018 kgf. Additionally, reduced samples are too tough to develop cracks at 5 kgf,
therefore reduced samples are not able to provide toughness data with this setup.
Hardness and Fracture toughness is calculated using the HV and Kif r equation (2.13)
and equation (2.15).
Once sintered the anode cermets are ready to be tested. To allow for precise
crack length measurements to be made under the microscope, samples are polished to
a smooth surface using 240/400/800/1200 grit sandpaper and then polished using .3m
Al2 O3 slurry. After polishing, micro-indentation testing was conducted on samples
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directly after either initial sintering, after being fully reduced, and after redox. For
initial reduction after sintering, the cermets are reduced under flowing 5% H2 forming
gas at 800 °C for 5 hours.
Vickers has been determined as the best test for NiO-YSZ cermets [41]. Hardness
measurements are made by indenting the sample with a diamond tip and then
measuring the dimensions of the indentation made. Surface finish on the indenter or
sample does not have an effect on the hardness measurement as long as the indentation
is large relative to the finish [61]. The Vickers diamond is also ideal to introduce cracks
which can be utilized in fracture toughness. The four edges propagate cracks which
are measured and averaged together. Reduced samples were unable to form cracks
due to their inherent toughness so all measurements for Kif r were made on oxidized
samples.
micro-indentation measurements do not affect the integrity of the whole sample,
therefore multiple measurements can be made on a 1⁄2” diameter anode sample. A
series of 10 tests is performed per sample at each stage during cycling. Stages are
either subsequent HC or redox runs. For each test performed on the sample there
are six measurements made. Two measurements record the length of the diamond
and averaged together. The diamond propagates cracks at the corners and each of
these four crack lengths are recorded. This results in a total of 60 measurements
per stage. Hardness and Kif r calculations are performed using equations (2.13) and
(2.15) and these values are , and a standard deviation calculation is completed. Tests
are performed between at each stage from 0 to 5 cycles for thermal and redox. All
undoped and ALT samples are marginally affected by HC whereas redox cycling is
vastly more destructive and not all samples survive 5 cycles.
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Electrochemical
Using the laboratory’s fuel cell testing apparatus, the anode cermet is loaded
into the machine using nickel support foam and a silver mesh layer with silver paint
between the connecting surfaces. This setup allows for good electrical conductivity
and fuel movement. Once loaded the cells are brought up to temperature, 850 °C,
in nitrogen and then hydrogen and air is added to the system to being electrical
production. The flow rates across all fuel cell testing are in standard cubic centimeters
per minute (sccm): 100 sccm pure hydrogen; 100 sccm atmospheric air; and 50 sccm
nitrogen.

Figure 4.5: Test bench configuration and layout.

Properties
Cells are prepared via the tape casting method above on page 37 which produces
⁄2 mm thick anodes with 0/5/10% ALT doping. Spin coating is utilized to apply

1

thin layers including: a functional layer 20 microns thick if desired; and always an
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electrolyte layer 10 microns thick onto the top surface. After sintering, the electrolyte
layer has a smooth glossy finish which is perfect for cathode application. The final
layer of the cell is a 30 micron cathode is applied to the center of the cell as seen in
figure 4.6. The cells are sintered to 950 °C for the cathode layer and the cells are
ready to be tested.

Figure 4.6: Processing stages for anode cell fabrication. Left: ASC post testing
performance with silver paste. Center: Finished ASC with anode, electrolyte, and
cathode. Right: Anode cermet prior to spin coating.

VI runs
It may take up to 2 hours for the cell to reduce and equilibrate and obtain peak
output of the system. This ramp up time varies significantly from undoped samples
to 10% ALT samples. The theoretical maximum of a SOFC is 1.23 V open circuit
voltage (OCV) with typical ASCs ranging from .9 to 1.1 OCV. The fuel cells tested
are allowed to equilibrate and reach peak performance before beginning a scan. As
peak performance is the primary metric of interest, the VI scans are taken within one
hour of peak output at .5 V. A VI scan is then run to test the cell at various voltages.
Starting at OCV, in increments of 100 mV, the cell is driven to see the current output
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at these voltages down to short circuit. Typically, three VI scans are completed, and
an average of the cell performance is recorded.
Scanning Electron Microscope
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) at Montana State University’s (Bozeman, MT) Imaging and Chemical Analysis Laboratory
(ICAL) are utilized to investigate the microstructure of NiO-YSZ anodes with ALT
dopants.
SEM Imaging
Preparations need to be made before loading the samples into the JEOL JSM6100 SEM to analyze the samples. The samples are mounted into fast curing epoxy
and then polished to .3 µm finish as described on page 42. The samples are then
sputter coated with iridium and mounted using carbon tape to avoid charge buildup
on the sample surfaces. After focusing into the area of interest, primarily Secondary
Electron Imaging (SEI) and Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) are utilized
to analyze the microstructure and to verify the ALT is dispersed throughout the
anode structure. Using the EDS, elemental maps are created as seen in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Left: BSE image. Right: (Color) X-ray map with elements Al(R), Ni(B),
and Zr(G) at 4000x magnification.

Comparing to previous optical methods, the SEM imaging is far superior for
verification of grain boundaries; elemental composition and distribution; defects; layer
alignment and adhesion; and depth of field.
Grain Size
Grain size measurements were made using the line intercept method. This
method uses a set of randomly positioned line segments on a micrograph and counting
the number of times each line segment intersects a grain boundary divided by the
length of the line. Using a greater number of lines reduces the error in measurement:

Grainsize(GS) =

Linelength
intercepts

nlines
Error = √
std.devGS

(4.2)

(4.3)

This method can be used on SEM micrographs to estimate the average size of
particles. All grain size measurements made using this method are made with an
error size below 5%.
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Figure 4.8: Micrograph of crystals with random line segments for grain size
measurement.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ALT preparation
X-Ray Powder Diffraction
Aluminum titanate, Al2 T iO5 (ALT) is the primary dopant used to increase
strength in the anode cermets. Verification of ALT is performed with XRD on powders
as they are received from suppliers. Results from XRD show the ALT powders from
the supplier are not satisfactory as see in figure 5.1 indicating extensive aluminum
oxide (Al2 O3 ) and titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) with minimal phase purity.

Figure 5.1: XRD pattern for ALT from supplier synthesis with Jade overlay of ALT
in blue, TiO2 in green, Al2 O3 in red.

To provide the most repeatable dopant and consistent outcomes for this study, ALT
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was directly synthesized. Once the synthesis and verification of ALT was completed,
it is utilized for anode doping.
To synthesize ALT, individual mixtures of aluminum nitrate nonahydrate and
dihydroxybis titanium(IV) were created to yield atomic level homogeneity. Using the
sol gel process described in Sol-Gel Science by Brinker [62] the mixtures are combined
in a 2:1 Al-Ti molar ratio and turned into a gel. The gel is then mixed on a hot plate
while being stirring until the liquids are burned off and only ash remains. The ash is
hand ground and calcined at 700 °C for 4 hours to remove any remaining organics.
The powder is then brought up to 1300 °C for 1 hour to form ALT crystals as ALT
will disassociate between 800 and 1200°C.

Figure 5.2: XRD pattern for ALT using sol-gel synthesis with Jade overlay of ALT
in blue, TiO2 in green, Al2 O3 in red.
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Once completed the powder was analyzed via XRD to verify proper peaks as seen
in figure 5.2. XRD data shows three distinct peaks as ALT slightly decomposes on
cooling into Al2 O3 and TiO2 until below 800°C. This in-house ALT synthesis provides
a much cleaner ALT source. During the fabrication of NiO-YSZ anodes, ALT will
readily react with the nickel catalyst precursor and the YSZ component. While
ALT is determined to work as an anchor for nickel and YSZ, modeling new possible
anchors based on thermodynamic reaction calculations could be used to determine
other material systems for ALT through XRD studies.
Thermogravimetric Analysis
A key outcome of indentation methods is a basis to test thermal and redox cycled
anodes non-destructively and to essentially maps the changes in a single sample. Using
the information provided from the TGA, accurate reduction and oxidation of the
anode substrates during redox cycling can be completed to establish when the sample
is NiO/YSZ to Ni/YSZ. The thickness of the sample influences the time required to
fully oxidize and reduce.
During reduction, when oxygen leaves the NiO to form Ni particles, there is a
volume change associated that opens beneficial pores in the anode substrate. The
molar volume of O in the NiO/YSZ cermet at 66:34wt.% is 9.5%. Reduction times
for 1⁄2mm thick anodes is four hours to ensure over 90% of the sample is reduced.
This is another key benefit of indentation as the surface is largely probed therefore
if some residual oxide of metals remain in the interior of the sample, the results are
still be valid.
During oxidation this porosity closes up and restricts the flow of oxygen deep
within the structure, therefore, the time required to fully oxidize the samples to
less than 10% is eight hours, twice as long. The information obtained from the
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TGA allows for programmed redox cycling of the anode cermets as well as gives
information on the rate of oxygen diffusion during redox. McCleary [63] has also seen
this phenomenon using samples 4x thicker at 2mm and has confirmed the behavior
via FESEM analysis, thus validating the results of this study particularly with NiO
precursors. ALT takes longer to both reduce and oxidize than undoped samples
proportionally to H2 concentration due to limitations of gas diffusion. Given that the
CTE of NiO is ˜11, Ni is ˜14, a YSZ 10.5· 10−6 °C−1 [64], this CTE mismatch from
the metal formation may yield thermal stress that drives degradation. The slower
kinetics of reduction as seen in the TGA results may improve redox performance.

Figure 5.3: Percentage of reduction in Alfa Aesar green powder via TGA 4x4 hours
redox
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Indentation
Hardness
Initially looking at the materials, the ALT percentage has a significant impact
on the hardness of the samples. Looking at the diagonal indentation sizes, the
indentation hardness of the undoped samples had an average of 820 HV which
increased to 915 HV and 953 HV as %ALT increased from 0, 5, and 10% respectively.
All powders showed a general increase in indentation hardness as %ALT was added
as expected with 5% being the largest significant jump. This is likely partially to
the density increase from 93.5/95/95.8% from 0/5/10% ALT in the oxidized samples.
This is shown in figure 5.4 below. JT Baker powders were consistently lower than
the other powders whereas FCM powder was fairly strong across the board with only
minor increases in indentation hardness.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of indentation hardness of oxidized anode cermets precursors
(NiO/YSZ) with different suppliers at varying percentages of ALT. Top: Scatter plot.
Bot: Bar chart with error bars and values.

Reducing the samples under forming gas, all the NiO is transferred to Ni
metal with increased porosity and toughness, and indentation testing is performed
once again. The figure 5.5 below shows the comparison of indentation hardness.
All powders still show the same trend remains with the hardness increasing with
additional ALT from 0 to 10%. When Alfa Aesar Ni indentation is compared to MoR
and Ring on Ring studies, it is shown to scale exactly as seen on tables 2.2 and 2.3 on
page 17 and 19 respectively [4, 5]. This is a key finding the that supports the merit
of this thesis.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of indentation hardness of sintered and reduced anode
cermets of different suppliers at varying percentages of ALT.Top: Scatter plot. Bot:
Bar chart with error bars and values.
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The outliers are quite apparent, Alfa Aesar green, which gains the most strength
with 5% ALT and then slightly increases in strength at 10%. Additionally, JT Baker,
shows a minor improvement from 0 to 5% ALT but shows a significant gain at 10%
ALT. As shown in figure 5.6, the particle size influences the hardness observed based
on the microstructure that is formed during sintering and reducing. A grain size
analysis is performed on all NiO powders to determine their variations and its effects
on strength of the sintered materials. It is interesting to note that smaller grain sizes
yield a lower hardness, hence strength, as seen in figures 5.5 and 5.6.
In this manner, the leading factor affecting hardness and fracture resistance is
the grain size after sintering for the cermets. Indentation sizes are between 80–120
microns whereas the grain sizes are on the order of 1 micron indicating that this
method is probing bulk not local behavior. From the data, the hardness has shown
to increase with particle size during testing. Grain size also has role in the length of
crack propagation which influences the fracture toughness, the smaller particle size
appears to inhibit crack growth and thus has a greater toughness and vice versa. The
exact mechanism behind this is not fully understood and may be more closely related
to particle morphology. These measurements were made via BSE at 4000x and shown
in 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of sintered cermet grain size distribution using line intercept
method.

Figure 5.7: BSE photo taken at 4000x for grain size measurements using line intercept
method. Note: Black indicates Al2 O3 concentrations not porosity.
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The Hall-Petch relationship of σ = σ0 + Ky / D, where σ0 is resistance to lattice
dislocation motion, ky is the strengthening coefficient, and d is the average grain size
diameter, indicates strength would increase with smaller grains however many ceramic
systems are noted to exhibit an inverse Hall-Petch relationship. The mechanism for
inverse Hall-Petch is not clear, but it is convoluted in a cermet with porosity. It
is thought that grain boundary shearing and dislocation within the ceramic is the
reason for this inverse relationship.

Figure 5.8: Hall–Petch Relationship is illustrated in red with σ0 and ky as constants
with varying grain size d where the blue is values of grain size and hardness observed.

Fracture Toughness
Indentation fracture toughness (Kif r ) provides an additional means to evaluate
the influence of ALT. In the case of NiO/YSZ ceramic composites that are inherently
brittle, it is shown that increases in effective strength increases with toughness [3].
The variations shown between NiO precursors is quite substantial. Some of the
variations are explained by grain size where others such as FCM it may be due to
particle morphology [65]. First looking at the results from FCM powder in figure 5.9,
while this powder had very high indentation hardness across the board, it falls short
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when looking at the fracture toughness of the material. Fuel cell material’s powder
exhibits no increase in toughness at 5% but displays above average performance at
10%. JT Baker’s nickel powder is the only precursor to show reduced toughness in
10% ALT. Alfa Aesar green powder shows the best ALT performance gains at 44 and
78% respectively. All results can be compared in figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Fracture Toughness comparison between all anode cermets while oxidized.
Top: Scatter plot. Bot: Bar chart with error bars and values.

Table 5.1: Fracture toughness percentage increase over undoped anode.
JT Baker

FCM

AAB

5% ALT

18.0%

0.5%

10% ALT

8.8%

48.8%

AAG

INF

AVG

13.3% 44.0%

19.2%

19.0%

28.7%

37.1%

40.2%

77.9%

Overall there is an increase of 19% and 40% at 5% and 10% ALT in indentation
fracture toughness. All precursors with ALT dopants resulted in increased performance from the baseline as anticipated. These indentation hardness and fracture
toughness improvements from ALT doping show a similar trend to McCleary’s
published data using three-point bending [5] and Driscoll’s [4] ring on ring testing.
However, these results do not indicate a 1:1 trend with strength and toughness as
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expected but a correlation is observed with increased strength leading to increased
toughness for cermets. It is important to note that indentation toughness testing
is a useful tool for expanding the evaluation of Ni/YSZ cermet anodes, but not a
substitute for modulus of rupture studies. Although this establishes a clear alignment
of data trends when using identical NiO precursors. Results indicate that indentation
for NiO–YSZ cermets has merit for rapid testing of alternative dopants as indentation
measurements can be performed quicker and with fewer samples and materials.
Degradation
Thermal Cycling
SOFCs typically operate at 650-900°C, therefore, thermal cycling from RT800°C is examined. Thermal cycling was performed on the anode cermets and had
interesting effects on both the indentation hardness and toughness. This represents
the first evaluation of ALT doped anodes beyond initial fabrication. A reduction in
the indentation hardness and toughness is expected for the anode cermets as varying
CTEs of the components will induce thermal stress.
Over five thermal cycles on average the indentation hardness changed by 3%,
-3%, and 2% from 0/5/10% ALT respectively. This may be in part due to Ni metal
particles coarsening from the original sintering, and this value is expected to drop
across all samples with more cycles. The largest drops are -14.6% and -4.7% with
5% ALT samples from JT Baker and Inframat respectively. These drops follow the
same trends with average grain size measurements, figure 5.6, made indicating a
correlation with thermal cycling hardness and grain size. The largest increases are
with AA green 0% and AA black 10% ALT with increases of 5% for each. The general
trend shows that the increased hardness of as-prepared samples is retained with ALT
dopants suggesting improvements to the structural support of ASC’s under adverse
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conditions. The comparison of these anodes samples after five thermal cycles is in
figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Indentation hardness for anode cermets after five thermal cycles.

Indentation fracture toughness (Kif r ) of the thermal cycled anode samples shows
the expected reduction of fracture toughness during thermal cycling. NiO morphology
and loss of percolation may be an influence as to why cracks can propagate easier
during thermal cycling. However, the addition of ALT in the materials still show
improved performance in fracture resistance, this is ideal and matches the overall
indentation hardness increases seen above. However, this improvement is much less
pronounced with an increase on average of 11% and 16.8% after 5 cycles for 5 and
10% ALT respectively versus 19% and 40% prior to cycling. This indicates that ALT
remains to inhibit crack growth after some degradation has occurred. Figure 5.11 has
the results of five thermal cycles on the Kif r of the samples.
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Figure 5.11: Fracture Toughness for anode cermets after five thermal cycles.

Notably, the loss in toughness trends to be faster in higher ALT percentages at
5 cycles, further cycles have the potential to result in worse performance with ALT.
After 5 cycles, 5% ALT exhibits 66% of the benefit from 10% ALT in toughness. While
Hunt et al. identified ˜4% as optimal for electrochemical performance, indentation
results show an increase even up to 10% ALT [29]. McCleary however identified
more favorable Weibull moduli at 5% indicating optimal ALT loading for mechanical
benefit may be close to 5% [5]. This information simplifies dopant strategies during
electrochemical testing.
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Figure 5.12: Average percentage change after five thermal cycles for all supplier
powders.

Average losses are calculated and show a trend for higher percentage of ALT to
have greater losses in toughness. Losses in overall thermal cycling toughness is -24%,
-28.6%, and -34.5% for 0/5/10% ALT. Figure 5.12 above shows the overall average
change for hardness and fracture toughness after 5 thermal cycles.
Redox Cycling
Looking into degradation of the SOFC cermets is important for the long-term
performance of anode supported fuel cell stacks as one potential degradation source
is loss of reducing fuels to the anode and therefore a transition from high (˜14) CTE
cermet to low (˜11) CTE cermet precursor. Redox will have a negative impact on
strength the ALT doped cermets therefore if there is a shortage of fuel the anode will
start to oxidize which will influence the lifetime of a cell. An anode can be flooded
with inert gas in the event of fuel flow failure, however, redox can be a concern from a
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robustness perspective, such as aerospace applications where failure could be severe.
Redox cycling between oxidized and reduced forms was done to fully understand the
effects on hardness and Kif r . The hardness values during redox have a minor increase
in strength initially as the cermet grains change however there is a significant impact
after the 3rd redox cycle in all cases. The strength benefits from 5% and 10% ALT
are retained as an improvement over baseline after redox cycling the cermets a few
times which is a reasonable amount. Additional testing of solely Al2 O3 in the SOFC
cermet will also provide valuable information into the behavior.

Figure 5.13: Redox cycled reduced Vickers hardness values for Alfa Aesar green NiOYSZ with ALT doping
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Figure 5.14: Reduced NiO–YSZ with ALT, top, is significantly impacted versus
reduced cermets with molar equivalent amounts of Al2 O3 without TiO2 , bottom,
after 5 redox cycles.

While there are not significant losses in hardness initially, indentation fracture
toughness is drastically affected. After redox was completed, the samples were unable
to be Kif r tested due to significant surface and bulk cracking already showing on
the samples making it impossible to measure crack length from indentation. This
is the first reported evidence of redox related degradation in ALT doped anodes
and as previously discussed, redox should not occur with a proper electrochemical
setup using preventative measures. The full redox of these samples indicate that
re-oxidation should prevented at all costs, as the entire cell stack would need to be
replaced if such instances occur. It is still important to note that the ALT samples
after redox were significantly impacted as seen in 5.14 above. Compared to ESC
where the structural integrity is in the electrolyte, ASCs come from the anode. If
there is a possibility of oxidation occurring during normal operations with ALT in
the microstructure, total cell failure may be likely.
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Aluminum Oxide without Titanium
Continued study of the ALT doped system has cast some uncertainty as to the
merit of TiO2 component in ALT, given the key electrochemical merit lies in the NiO
Reaction, NiO + Al2 O3 →
− NiAl2 O4 [28]. Thus, additional cermets were fabricated
with Al2 O3 in lieu of ALT. While it has been shown that there is strength benefits and
electrochemical benefits to introducing ALT to the NiO-YSZ anode system for SOFCs
as shown in figure 2.3 and 2.12. This looks to question the source of the strength and
electrochemical benefits as to whether they are coming from pure aluminum oxide.
This may provide additional routes of anode tailoring. To deconvolute the benefits
from ALT, anode samples with a proportional amount of aluminum oxide were tested
under the same conditions as was done in ALT.
Immediately upon examining samples after redox in figure 5.14, the destructive
cracking seen in ALT doping is absent in Al2 O3 . With the same molar amount of
aluminum per sample as 5% and 10% ALT, the Vickers hardness values for NiO-YSZ
with Al2 O3 doped samples show promising results with 2.8% and 5.6%. ALT shows a
more linear increase in strength and shows less deviation across the cermet over Al2 O3
without TiO2 , however at 2.8% there is still a significant benefit of having a small
amount of aluminum in the system when compared to the undoped system. Undoped
samples shows an average of 825 HV and the introduction of aluminum oxide at 2.8%
and 5.6% show an increase to 929 and 953 HV respectively, an increase of 12.5% and
15.5% over the undoped sample. In comparison to our ALT doping at 5% and 10%,
the averages are 922 and 981 or an increase of 11.8% and 18.9% respectively.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of Vickers hardness values of NiO-YSZ cermets with Al2 O3
and ALT doping.

While the hardness values give a good indication of the strength benefits,
Indentation fracture toughness is the ability to resist the formation of cracks which
is critical for a SOFC anode supported cermet. As seen previously in figure 5.9,
the introduction of ALT shows a significant increase in the fracture toughness at 5%
and 10% and has an increase of 29% and 56% respectively over the undoped sample.
The addition of aluminum oxide shows a fracture toughness improvement from the
undoped sample of 21% however this trend does not continue with adding higher
percentages of Al2 O3 . Samples were prepared otherwise identically for the testing of
Al2 O3 . The values for fracture toughness are shown in figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of Kif r for NiO-YSZ cermets with ALT and Al2 O3 doping.

These results show a clear indication that titanium dioxide appears to play a
significant role in the strength increase of the cermet, more specifically at the YSZs
interfaces. However, as indicated in redox cycling, the volume increase and decrease of
Ni when it expands and contracts during the formation of NiO permanently damages
the crystal microstructure of zirconia and leads to failure quite rapidly. Redox affects
the integrity far more in ALT samples than Al2 O3 after 5 cycles as seen in figure 5.14
thus suggesting a new route for anode doping if full redox is a potential hazard.
ALT doping strategies indicate that both the TiO2 and Al2 O3 in the system
have beneficial effects. ALTs hardness and fracture toughness show a more linear
increase with increasing dopant levels where aluminum oxide has an initial impact at
the lower 2.8% level, but those benefits are not as noticeable as more is added into
the system. Approximately 4% ALT has been the optimal amount for electrochemical
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performance [28] therefore adding aluminum oxide independently at the same molar
ratio of 2.1% to the system should provide a similar increase as ALT at those levels.
The strength benefits of solely aluminum oxide do not appear to scale linearly as
ALT does from 0 to 10% so there will be less of a gain in toughness at 2.1% Al2 O3 .
Ultimately, ALT is superior in both hardness and toughness as redox should never
occur without a fuel shortage or system error, however, if there is a possibility of
redox occurring then Al2 O3 may still provide some of the benefits as ALT.
Anode Supported Cells
Indentation methods provided a pathway to investigate ALT doped anodes
under a greater range of operating conditions, however it has not been established
if the electrochemical benefits of ALT dopants can be conferred to ASCs. The
mechanical benefits associated with ALT will improve the strength and toughness for
anode supported cells during their operation and will help withstand the clamping
pressures imposed onto the cell in a fuel cell stack. However, for ASCs to be useful
in laboratory research, the repeatable fabrication of cells with homogeneous and
consistent properties is critical for reasonable cell to cell comparison.
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Figure 5.17: SEM image of ASC with 500µm bulk anode and ˜12µm solid electrolyte.

Given the difficulties of processing ASCs, prior attempts have yielded inconsistent results that needed improvement, and seemingly simple changes to a single
component of a cell can have dramatic impacts on processing. These attempts to
create anode supported cells at MSU for electrochemical testing and characterization
have yielded significant variation such that a more thorough processing investigation
into cell fabrication was needed. The methods discussed below detail the process and
success in creating anode supported cells with consistent properties. In the end, these
cells utilized a tape cast bulk anode with an optional functional layer followed by a
spin coat electrolyte dense layer and then a sprayed cathode layer.
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Figure 5.18: Flowchart for bilayer fabrication with the functional layer being optional.

Bilayers
Detailing the ceramic processing techniques used and their issues is important
in narrowing in on ideal and best method for the system that will be most consistent.
The first method explored was is to directly add a layer of YSZ powder on top of
the anode powder via uniaxial pressing. After sintering at 1400 °C for 2 hours, this
produced bilayers with excessively thick electrolytes that curled and delaminated
from the cermet. This method was limited as the layer inconsistencies would vary
each time an anode bilayer is pressed.
Following that method, applying the electrolyte layer directly after uniaxial
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pressing of the anode was attempted. YSZ was mixed and dispersed into a mixture of
ethanol and xylene and then dropped onto the nickel and spread evenly, this approach
cracked upon drying and did not form a usable and coherent layer upon sintering. The
two issues most apparent are: application of the layer either by pressing, painting,
or other manual methods will result in non-uniform layers with thicknesses that are
on the order of 100 microns; and delamination will occur during sintering of these
methods due to weak particle contact and sintering mismatch between the layers.

Figure 5.19: Bright field optical microscope image of painted anode with delamination
on bottom edge at 50x magnification.

Continuing with the use of uniaxial pressed anode, a sprayer was utilized to apply
a layer that should provide good contact with the subsurface to prevent delamination
and achieve performance focused thicknesses. By mixing the YSZ powder into a
slurry of ethanol and xylene at 50/50 wt%, the mixture is loaded into an airbrush
and sprayed onto the surface. This method resulted in a nice uniform layer that did
not crack. Heavy and light coatings were applied to achieve thorough coverage and
then the sample was sintered at 1400 °C for 2 hours. The heavy coating turned glassy
and transparent which indicates good adhesion and low porosity in the electrolyte.
However, due to the thick application, the sample curled with the difference in
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sintering shrinkage between the layers in addition to CTE mismatch on cooling. The
thickness of the electrolyte layer is 100-150 µm which is much thicker than desired.
Applying a thin coating, the YSZ layer did not coalesce and become a desired glassy
layer but instead remained as particles after sintering. This suggests aerosol spraying
does not yield coherent dried layers due in part to how the slurry is atomized during
spray.

Figure 5.20: Cropped Bright field optical microscope image of sprayed electrolyte
layer.

Successful Bilayers Aerosol spraying failures prompted an examination of higher
viscosity solvents with low vapor pressure to facilitate better spreading and thickness
uniformity requiring new methods of application. Excellent outcomes were achieved
from mixing the YSZ with 1wt% HypermerTM KD–1 (KD–1) dispersant and Alpha
Terpineol (α–T) to achieve solids loading (SL) of 7.5-10% by volume. After thoroughly
mixing and placing in heated ultrasonic bath for 1 hour to dissolve KD-1 and allow for
good dispersion, the mixture was then painted onto the surface of the green anodes.
The bilayer is then placed into a drying oven at 50 °C for two hours for the paint
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to dry and then sintered with a ramp rate of 5 °C per minute up to 1450 °C for
two hours and cooled at a rate of 10 °C per minute. Results of this method reliably
produced layers between 20-50 µm which is closer to the goal of sub 20 µm. Testing
various solid loadings allows control over the size of this layer by increasing the ratio
of solvent to solute which will deposit less YSZ per application. A micrograph using
the optical microscope was taken using 10% SL seen below to show the uniformity
and adhesion between the anode and electrolyte.

Figure 5.21: Dark field optical microscope image of spin coated anode with functional
(32 µm) and electrolyte (12 µm) layers at 200x magnification.
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Table 5.2: YSZ Electrolyte bilayer application methods

YSZ application
Thin Layer in uniaxial press
Press and spread
thin YSZ droplet
Press, Spray with
50/50% eth/xyl
Press and paint
with αT+YSZ

Dwell T.(°C)

Result

1400

Curled & delaminated

1400

Large cracks upon drying

1450

Thick spray, 50/50% success rate—
Thin spray, no glassy finish & pinholes

1450

Good result, ease of application

Pressed anode cermets have performed nominally and provided an important
pathway to identify processing and thermal treatment parameters to achieve good
anode/electrolyte bilayers. For ASCs however, switching to the use of tape casting
for the manufacturing fuel cell anodes has many benefits over the individual uniaxial
pressing approach. Tape casting allows for great consistency and uniformity in our
bulk anodes as well as a smoother surface to apply thin electrolytes. In the green
state, the tape cast can be readily made to any size required and is easier and faster
than uniaxial pressing. Binder must be removed slowly to keep the structure intact,
but this allows for good layer contact for spin coating. This will improve our data
measurements going forward.
Tape Cast Bilayers
Using different compositions in the bulk and functional layer of the anode
has the advantage of tailoring the traits desired without drawbacks [66]. Having
a higher concentration of NiO precursor powder in the bulk compared to YSZ can
enhance mechanical performance whereas 66–34wt% is optimal for the electrochemical
interface with electrolyte. After binder burnout, two layers were added on top of the
70-30wt% NiO-YSZ cermets. The functional layer consists of 34 wt% Tosoh-Zirconia
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8YS grade and 66wt% NiO and varying percentage of ALT. The electrolyte layer
consists of YSZ with a small percentage of cobalt and molybdenum to allow for
control of the thermal expansion of the electrolyte layer. Not only was the sub–20µm
goal for electrolyte layer achieved but far exceeding, spin coating cape cast anodes
has provided electrolyte thickness in the state–of–the–art 5µm range. The functional
layer and electrolyte dense layer can be added sequentially one after another and
co-sintered. The YSZ powder is mixed into solution with a sub 10% solids loading
with alpha-terpineol and KD-1 dispersant. Using the spin coater, a thin coating of
the anode functional layer and an electrolyte dense layer is applied to the partially
necked samples. Sintering is done at 1400 °C for 2 hour, non-ALT samples were
sintered separately to avoid ALT contamination.
Cobalt and molybdenum were utilized in the electrolyte layer to modify its
sintering and densification [67]. This was done in the electrolyte to more closely
match shrinkage rates of the anode support. This addition of Co:Mo at 3:1 mol%
to YSZ showed the most ideal shrinkage for the ALT systems. Further studies on
how this may affect the electrolyte layer during electrochemical performance should
be taken into consideration.

Figure 5.22: Progression of ASC bilayer fabrication from left, worst, to right being
the best bilayer. Thin electrolytes in white and anode in green.
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Spin Coating Optimization
Optimizing the thickness of the electrolyte layer is important and will benefit
the electrical conductivity during a test run. H2 gas can penetrate even the smallest
defect and disrupt the maximum OCV of the cell, these defects are known as pinholes.
Having an electrolyte layer that is too thin where pinholes form or an asymmetrical
thickness is not ideal. Changing the levels of solids loading and the rpm will both be a
factor in our layer thickness. Based on the viscosity of the α–T slurry, an exploration
between 1200 and 2000 rpm was performed with the VTC-100 spin coater to allow
time for application of the slurry and to remove any excess slurry from the edges with
centrifugal force [68]. Solids loading is varied and the results are shown in the table
5.3 below.

Table 5.3: Electrolyte solids loading optimization
Solids Loading
5.0%
7.5%
10 %
15 %
20 %

Thickness (µm)
˜5
5-20
10-30
25-40
30-50
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Figure 5.23: High and low estimates for electrolyte thickness using spin coating
parameters and SL shown.

Fuel Cell Performance
The current ASC process looks very promising when compared to an industry
scalable process emphasizing for electrochemical performance. Functional layers are
added to the cells with varying levels of ALT in the bulk anode as well as varying
levels of ALT in the active functional layer of the cell. These cells with various
layers will have different characteristics for performance, degradation rates, and
anode mechanical strength, but provide an opportunity to tailor the doping strategy
independently in the electrochemical and structural region. The figure 5.24 below
shows an ASC manufactured at MSU with and without a functional layer with no
ALT doping for a baseline of cell performance.
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Figure 5.24: ASC performance comparison with and without functional layer to
2” industry control cell with control cell is showing some evidence of concentration
polarization.

The current density of ASCs can be directly compared to ESC current densities
showing the reasoning behind developing ASCs. The fabricated cell with a functional
layer performed slightly higher than a cell without a functional layer indicating good
adhesion and processing of the layers. Marley Zachariasen, a research assistant for
Dr. Sofie at MSU, has provided an ESC performance chart for comparison. Peak
current density from these cells are roughly: ASC 1200 mA cm−2 versus ESC 250 mA
cm−2 while utilizing equivalent materials in the SOFC processing stages.
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Figure 5.25: 32mm diameter ESC with 26mm electrodes before and after 24 hours of
degradation performance data.

The parameters for fuel cell testing uses six different scenarios. The different
dopant levels used for each scenario is 0/5/10% ALT in the bulk with a 0/4%
functional layer between the bulk and electrolyte layer. This value was chosen as
4% ALT has shown the best performance as previously discussed with ESCs [28].
However, the same performance increases were not observed, instead a drop in overall
performance is consistently seen as the addition of ALT increases. The functional layer
only plays a small effect on the overall cell performance. Figure 5.26 shows each of
the six scenarios and their relative performance to each other. These are an average
of multiple cells and the individual performance can be seen in the appendix 5.27 to
5.32 for each scenario.
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Figure 5.26: ASC performance average over all scenarios with ALT doped cells
exhibiting concentration polarization.

Layer thicknesses for these ASCs were bulk .5mm ± .1mm, functional layer at
30µm ± 10µm, electrolyte at 10µm ± 5µm, and cathode 40µm ± 20µm. A brief
overview of the individual scenarios are shown below in figures 5.27 to 5.32
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Figure 5.27: Performance comparison for 0/0% ALT fuel cell runs. Left: Average.
Right: Individual.

Figure 5.28: Performance comparison for 0/4% ALT fuel cell runs. Left: Average.
Right: Individual.

The scenarios above with a 0% bulk anode and 0/4% ALT functional layer show
that the peak performance achieved is near 400mW cm−1 , with an average value
around 300mW cm−1 . There is a good distribution of cells with the worst performing
around 200mW cm−1 . The electrolyte layer application still requires some skill to
apply properly and with more practice these cells would have improved consistency.
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Figure 5.29: Performance comparison for 5/0% ALT fuel cell runs. Left: Average.
Right: Individual.

Figure 5.30: Performance comparison for 5/4% ALT fuel cell runs. Left: Average.
Right: Individual.

The above ASCs with 5% bulk and 0/4% ALT functional layer show better
consistency than the 0% cells, this is likely due to variations in the processing of
the individual cells and the tape casting process. Peak performance at 250mW
cm−1 does not reach the average of undoped cells of 300mW cm−1 , therefore the
decreased performance of 5% ALT cells indicates that processing is not the cause for
this difference.
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Figure 5.31: Performance comparison for 10/0% ALT fuel cell runs. Left: Average.
Right: Individual.

Figure 5.32: Performance comparison for 10/4% ALT fuel cell runs. Left: Average.
Right: Individual.

The figures above for 10% bulk and 0/4% ALT functional layer have a
peak performance of around 200mW cm−1 with overall good distribution of cells.
Performance on average is 175mW cm−1 which is far below the 300 for undoped cells
and also below the 5% cells at 200mW cm−1 . The increase from 5 to 10% ALT only
results in a minor decrease in performance. The microstructure variations as seen in
figure 5.33 below is a contributing factor into these differences.
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Figure 5.33: SEI image comparison of microstructure in reduced cermets with a) 0%
ALT. b) 10% ALT.

The ASCs show impressive stability of the electrolyte layer. All cells produced
via tape casting are able to be driven near short circuit of 4mV, thus creating the
highest current draw. Typical open circuit voltage average for the ASCs is around
1.05V with a select few performing exceptionally at just above 1.2V, which is the
ideal case. Peak power density is seen at 300mW cm−1 , 200mW cm−1 , and 175mW
cm−1 for 0/5/10% ALT respectively with the functional layer 4% addition being
slightly less. This results in a 33% and 42% drop in performance at 5/10% ALT. This
correlates with the fracture toughness benefits of 20% and 40% which would suggest
the possibility of porosity being an issue. Pore former was added to the bulk during
ASC production creating very porous cells. However, this did not result in improved
cell performance, instead with a minor decrease of total Ni there is subsequently less
active triple-phase sites present.
While the benefits of ALT as seen in ESCs from previous studies have not carried
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over to ASCs electrochemically, the mechanical strength and toughness benefits
associated with ASCs still have merit for creating more densely packed ASC stacks
to achieve higher overall power densities. The percolation of fuel into the anode
may be inhibited due to the secondary microstructure formed during sintering with
ALT. A study into the sintering, porosity, and reducing of ALT doped anodes may
yield an optimal scenario that retains the strength benefits and additionally provides
electrochemical benefits to the system as well.
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CONCLUSION
Aluminum titanate used in solid oxide fuel cell anodes continues to show
strength increases when compared to non-doped samples. In both hardness and
fracture toughness, improvements are demonstrated when compared to the non-doped
alternatives. The particle size analysis shows that the precursor powder and their
resulting grain size has a significant impact on the results for indentation hardness
and fracture toughness. Across all precursor powders, reduced hardness values are
increased 19.5% and 44% and toughness values increased 19% and 40.2% for 5/10%
ALT respectively over baseline. This enhanced toughness remains after the ASC
anode is heat cycled five times with an increase of 11% in the 5% ALT sample and
17% in the 10% ALT sample. Redox cycling for ALT anodes should be prevented as
many samples failed after three full cycles. With the removal of titanium from the
microstructure, Al2 O3 shows promising results for strength increases in anode cermets
at 2.8wt.% Al2 O3 (5% ALT equivalent). Toughness values for Al2 O3 have 73% of
the benefits seen in 5% ALT. Al2 O3 displays both hardness and fracture toughness
increase over undoped without the redox cycling issues associated with titanium in
the system. The further study of Al2 O3 could elucidate its effects on overall system.
Additionally, dopants which exhibit an increased hardness and toughness also need to
have neutral or benefits electrochemically otherwise their overall usefulness is limited
in ASCs.
The use of non-destructive testing via as micro-indentation hardness and fracture
toughness looks promising.

The effective toughness evaluated with the Niihara

equation (2.15) are correlated with values for average strength in MOR when
compared with McCleary’s and Driscoll’s published data [4, 5]. As discussed, these
values for Kif r provide a very useful quantitative means of assessing toughness, as the
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true toughness of the material may vary with porosity or microstructure geometric
variations. Utilizing micro-indentation hardness and fracture toughness on alternative
dopants will provides a quick and effective means of evaluating strength benefits for
that system. Further modeling of indentation toughness may help develop an equation
that is representative of the true fracture toughness, K1c of these cermets.
The provided methods for creating ASCs allows for testing high power density
fuel cells, in addition to previous tested ESCs, allowing for a greater understanding
of ALT on SOFCs. Cells fabricated with these methods hold their own when tested
against a commercial cell with power densities as high as 300 mWcm−2 and provide
insights into the performance of ALT on these cells. Further improvements in ASC
fabrication should improve performance and will help reduce any variance observed.
There is potential for using infiltration methods in the porous tape cast stage of
production instead of mechanical mixing as that was seen to have a performance
increase for C. Hunt [29]. Thus far, ALT does not show the most promising results
when looking at the VI scan curves with 67% and 58% of the performance of undoped
300 mWcm−2 for 5/10% ALT respectively. However, these values for performance
are within the first five hours of cell operation. A longer term study may provide
additional insights into degradation rates as peak performance is not the only metric.
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